Introduction
Let ~ = (B, X, ~) denote an oriented vector bundle(1) of dimension n, X being its base space, B its total space and ~: B-+X the projection. The obstruction to nonzero crosssections s:X-->B is a distinguished element Z in Hn(X), the n-dimensional singular integral cohomology of X, known as the Euler class of ~. We begin by briefly recollecting how g may be defined. Let K denote the singular simplicial complex of X, K* the singular simplicial complex of B, andK ~ the subcomplex of K* whose (n-1)-skeleton lies in/~, the nonzero part of B. One now defines an integral coeycle e on K ~ in the following manner:(~) Let A n denote the standard n-simplex, A n its boundary, and let a: A n ~B be a singular n-simplex in K ~ Then goa:A n -+X induces a bundle ~' = (B', An, ~') over A~, and one may conclude(a) from the fact that A n is contractible that ~' is equivalent to a product bundle.
Consequently there exists a second projection p: B'-+Vn, where Vn denotes a standard oriented n-dimensional vector space. Moreover, the map a:X ~B induces a cross-section s:An B, and since a maps /~n to /~, pos maps /~n to l/n, the punctured vector space.
Since/~n and Vn are homotopically equivalent to the oriented (n-1)-sphere, the restriction posl~ n has a well-defined degree. (2) For basic facts regarding singular homology we refer to Eilenberg and Steenrod [7] .
(a) Steenrod [12] , Theorem 11.6. (4) Cf. Eilenberg and Steenrod [7] , p. 304. section. The present paper will investigate the possibility of extending the function Z to arbitrary pairs (~, J) so as to obtain a natural generalization of the classical obstruction theory as outlined above. To give precise sense to this proposal, the notion of a map from (~, J) to (~', J') must be defined in an appropriate manner, i.e., it is requisite that pairs (~, J) can be regarded as objects of a category extending the category of oriented vector bundles. To this end we shall employ a general procedure for extending local categories previously introduced by Y. H. Clifton and the author. These category-theoretic considerations, however, will be postponed until Section 5. For the present we shall adopt an entirely non-functorial point of view and restrict attention to a particular pair (~, J).
(*) More precisely, the required construction is analogous to the procedure introduced by Eilenberg in [5] , Ch. VI.
It is now evident that a natural concept of J-invariance may be defined for singular eoehains on X and B, and it is reasonable to conjecture that these must be of basic significance to the problem at hand. A cochain :r in Cq(K) will be called J-invariant if, for every singular q-simplex a:Aq-~X and uEJ for which ~oa is defined, ~r These eoehains obviously constitute a subcomplex of C*(K), which we denote by C*(K/J). An alternative approach would be to define a quotient K/J of the simplicial complex K as follows: The pairing of a with ~oa for all a in K and uEJ defines a binary relation on K which in turn generates an equivalence relation ~. Since ~ preserves incidence, K induces a simplicial complex structure on the quotient K/J of K by ~. It is evident that the integral q-cochains on K/J can be identified with the J-invariant eochains in Cq(K), permitting us to use the symbol Cq(K/J) in both senses. In a similar manner one may define a quotient K~ of K ~ and the resulting cochains Cq(K~ can be identified with a subset of Cq(K~ i.e., with the J-invariant coehains of Cq(K~ It is easy to verify that the cocyele e actually lies in Cn(K~ a circumstance which accounts for the naturality (1) where [e,K~ denotes the cohomology class of e with respect to the cochain complex Cq(K~ Moreover, since a nonzero J-invariant cross-section s:X~B clearly induces a coehain homomorphism s*:Cq(KO/J)~Cq(K/J), it follows as before that the new Z obstructs in the desired sense.
However, as may be expected, z~ is not necessarily an isomorphism, nor does equation (1.2) admit a unique solution for arbitrary J. This deviation from the classical behavior, moreover, is due to the phenomenon of holonomy, to be considered in Section 2. For the present it suffices to observe that the holonomy at a point x E X is defined as a group @x of linear automorphisms of the fiber Bx. When all these groups are trivial, one proves by an easy adaptation of the classical argument that ~ is once more an isomorphism, as will be seen in Section 3. The case of nontrivial holonomy, on the other hand, poses considerable difficulty. In the present paper we shall consider this problem only in the lowest nontrivial dimension (i.e., n =2), where a rather complete solution has been obtained. Let (1.3) constitutes an obstruction to nonzero J-invariant s. Thus at least in dimension 2 one finds that a moderate amount of holonomy may still be tolerated, and in fact, that Z can tolerate precisely as much holonomy as the cross-sections which it obstructs. The problem becomes more difficult for n > 2, and it appears doubtful that the state of affairs will be quite as favorable.
The question of naturality will be taken up in Section 6 after the requisite categorytheoretic development has been supplied. To obtain a functorial eohomology theory for objects (~, J), it will be necessary to replace the J.invariant cochains by J.invariant sections in the correspondinq shea/ o/ singular cochains. The extended Euler class will take values in the sheaf-cohomology corresponding to Hn(K/J), and naturality (with respect to bundle maps of the extended category) will pose no particular difficulty. It is of interest to note that the extended Euler class of an object (~, J) with trivial holonomy is actually induced from an associated classical vector bundle ~', which is the quotient of $ under identifications induced by J. When ($, J) has nontrivial holonomy, on the other hand, it will be shown that its extended Euler class (when it exists) is not induced in this manner (because the quotient ~' does not exist as a vector bundle), and what is more, cannot be induced from any classical bundle.
By way of illustration we shall consider objects (~, J) arising from a p-dimensional foliation(1) :~ of a differentiable n-manifold. Such a structure ~, it will be recalled, sends a (1) All foliations are assumed to be oriented. For the precise definition of ~ and its object (~, J), we refer to Section 7.
p-dimensional variety :~ through every point xEX. The Euler class of (~, J) is now an obstruction to (p+ 1)-dimensional foliations :~* of X with the property that :~c :~x* for all x E X. As previously observed,(1) this generalizes the obstruction problem for direction fields on a differentiable manifold. More precisely, when :~ is defined by a projection p:X--->M, where M is an (n-p)-dimensional differentiable manifold, :~* is equivalent to a direction field on M. As may be expected, (~, J) will now be isomorphic (in the extended category) to the tangent bundle T(M).
In an earlier paper on this subject,(~) Y. H. Clifton and the author have defined an extended Euler class for a large set of objects (~, J} with practically no condition on the holonomy, but at the cost of using a special homology theory with certain undesirable features. The foremost of these, perhaps, is the fact that the theory is entirely ill-adapted to computation. The present approach is fundamentally simpler and commends itself as more natural to the problem.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the ample contribution of Y. H. Clifton, who has collaborated with us in the earlier phases of this work. The basic ideas of the present paper stem from that earlier period of joint endeavor.
Some concepts related to holonomy
Let ~=(B,X,~) be an oriented vector bundle as before, and J a set of local bundle maps of ~ containing the identity, l~or uEJ, ~ and ~ will always denote the associated maps of the base and tota! spaces , respectively. Now let x E X be a point in the domain of and let y =~(x). We will denote by u~ the linear isomorphism of Bx (the fiber over x) onto By induced by u. Moreover, the following concept will also be needed: Let ~1= {u~:0<i-<<p} be a sequence of maps in J with p even, and let be a sequence of maps from some given topological space W to X. The pair ~ = @1, ~2) will be called a J.chain if, for every positive value of the index i,/~ =~to/t_l when i is odd and ]i-1 =ui~ when i is even. In this case we shall say that ~ connects/o to ]~, and we will let J(t0,/,) denote the set of all such J-chains. It is clear that if ~ e J(/, 9) and ~' eJ(9, h), one (1) Cf. Clifton and Smith [4] . (3) Cf. Clifton and Smith [4] . The present paper takes the place of an expanded version of the theory outlined in [4] .
can define a composition 7'o~ E J(~, h), and one can also define a corresponding 7" EJ (g,/) by indexing the terms of 71 and 72 in reverse order. With every map/: W-~X we will associate the J-chain 7t for which p =0 (71 is then the empty sequence) and ]0 =]. We now define an equivalence relation on Horn(W, X), the space of maps from W to X, as the set of all pairs (/, g) for which J(/, g) is nonempty. It will be called J-equivalence, and one observes that when W =Aq, the standard q-simplex, it coincides with the relation ~ on Kq considered in Section 1.
Analogous concepts may be defined with respect to the total space B. on U", which represents a continuous function.
We shall henceforth employ the notation ]=7(/, g) to designate the operation defined by Lemma 2.1. One further observation regarding J-chains will be required in the sequel:
If 7 is a J-chain as before, a map h: W'-+W will induce a J-chain ~oh by the formula ~oh=(~l, {/toh :O < i < p } ).
One way to define the holonomy groups is to consider the case where W contains precisely one point w. Given x E X, let i x: W -+X denote the map taking w to x. For x, y q X, In either case it follows by definition of J-invariance for cross-sections (given in Section 1) that ht[s(xi_l)] =s(xi), which implies that s(x) is a fixed point of 7x.
The case of trivial holonomy
We suppose in this Section that (I)x is trivial for all x E X, and our first task will be to establish TH]~ORWM 3.1. When (~, J) has trivial holonomy, the chain homomorphismQ)
induced by the projection constitutes a chain equivalence.
When J contains only the identity map of ~, the theorem reduces to a familiar result, as previously noted. We recall that the classical proof is accomplished by interposing between K and K ~ the singular simplicial complex K* of B, and that it involves the following diagram:
(1) When K' is a simplicial complex, Cq(K') will always denote the corresponding integral chain groups.
C'.(KO)
Here/x denotes the chain homomorphism induced by the inclusion K ~ -~K*, and cr the chain homomorphism induced by the projection ~t:B ~X. To prove that ~r. is a chain equivalence, it suffices to show this for cr and/~. In the first case this is a simple matter, since the zero cross-section s~ ~B induces a chain homomorphism fl:
constitutes an equivalence pair (i.e., both composites are chain homotopie to the identity).
More precisely, there exists a chain homotopy D: 
To see how this argument may be carried over to the case of nontrivial J, one observes that a chain homomorphism involving the simplicial complexes K, K* and K ~ will induce corresponding chain homomorphisms involving the quotients K/J, K*/J and K~ provided it is J-invariant in a rather apparent sense. Let us suppose, for example, that
is a chain homomorphism with the property that it carries the elementary chain of a singular simplex into a chain of this kind (a condition which will be satisfied by all our chain homomorphisms). Now J-invariance means that for every pair (0, a') of J-equivalent 
P,(x, t) = t~(x) + (1 -t) a(x).
This implies equation (3.5) by the usual calculation. Moreover, if 3 is J-invariant, it will follow by linearity that D' is likewise J-invariant. Our problem reduces therefore to the consfruction of a J-invarian~ chain homomorphism 3:Cr ~ which preserves basic equivalence, is J-invariant and satisfies equation (3.4) . Since 3(a) is consequently prescribed for a belonging to K ~ it remains to define 3 on the sets K~ of q-simplexes in K* which do not lie in K ~ This is accomphshed by induction on the dimension q, starting with q=0. Thus the classical construction on dimension zero simply associates with every aEKo a basically equivalent ~EK ~ To achieve J-invariance, it will obviously be expedient to order the simplexes of K0, and to define 30 by transfinite induction. Thus if 3(a)
has been defined for all a<u0, the definition of 3(a0) will distinguish two cases:
(1) We shall avoid notational distinction between a singular simplex a and its elementary chain.
(2) Cf. Eilenberg [5] , p. 423.
(i) o 0 is J-equivalent to some o, <a0;
(ii) there does not exist a o, EKo with these properties.
In the first case there exists a ~ EJ(o0,a,), and we may take ~(o0)=y ( 
Z=q~+ oO+ o~r+(Z ) =q~ oO+([e,K~ =0,
where ~ signifies in each case the associated homomorphism of the cohomology groups.
The case n=2
Let (~, J) be given, with ~ of dimension 2. As noted in Section 1, it is now expedient to replace the simplieial complex K ~ by the subcomplex/~0 whose 0-skeleton lies in B* (the subspace of J-invariant vectors in B The proof will naturally involve the subcomplex K* of K* with 0-skeleton in B*, and the chain homomorphisms
ft: Cq(K ~ ~ Cq(I~*), ~: C~(I~*) ~ C,(K) and /5: cq(g) --> C~(I~*)
induced by the inclusion ~7~ *, the projection g: B-~X and the zero cross-section sO:
X ~B, respectively. Evidently all three chain homomorphisms are J.invariant, and equation (3.2) is again satisfied. It should be observed that if ~rEK*, every singular simplex a' belonging to the standard subdivision(1) of Pc will likewise lie in ~7". For every vertex of a' is either a vertex of a, or must lie on the zero cross-section. In either case the vertex will lie in B*, and consequently a' E K*. The shift from K* to K* therefore causes no difficulty. contains no nonzero J-invariant vector. It is therefore apparent that the proposed construction could not satisfy the lifting condition even on dimension 0. We will consequently adopt an entirely different approach, based on an idea due to Y. tI. Clifton. 
L ]~ M M A 4.2. There exists a chain homomorph ism

Extension of local categories
The notion of a local category was introduced by H. Cartan and Eilenberg(~) to axiomatize the category-theoretic properties of fiber bundles. It will suffice to recall that a local category J4 consists of (1) It should also be noted that we are representing A 1 by the unit interval. Cf. Eilenberg and Steenrod [7] , p. 185.
(~) For full definitions and basic theory of local categories, we refer to Eilenberg [6] . In previous papers(I) Clifton and the author have described a process for extending the category C, together with functors of a certain kind. This process remains applicable when C is replaced by an arbitrary local category M, and the basic results carry over in a rather obvious way. A brief summary of the extension theory in its general setting will now be given. It shall be understood in the sequel that the generalized objects, maps, etc., are defined with respect to a given local category M and should, strictly speaking, be called
M-objects, A-maps, etc.
De]inition 5. 
lg I v)=v' o(V ,ll I Vr)o(V,lul v). (5.2)
9 ' is a map if it is a premap and satisfies 
One now observes that if A=(A,I
) is an object, I:A~A will be an identity map.
Moreover, if A is an object in .4, (A, (1A }) will be a preobject, and we will let ~ denote the object generated by (A, {1A }). Similarly, if/:A -~B is a map in .4, {/}: A -~/~ will be a premap. The map generated by {/} will be denoted by f.
P R 0 P 0 S I T I 0 ]r 5.4. The class o/objects A, A', ...; and maps F: A ~A', together with the given law o] composition, constitutes a category .,4". The correspondence A ~, / ~f identifies
A with a/ull subcategory o/.4* (an identification which will henceforth be understood).
The next task is to define a functor L :A ~C extending L. This is accomplished in two steps:
Similarly, i/F is a map in .4*, then L(F) is a C-premap. A covariant /unctor 1::.4" ~C* may be defined by taking F~(A) to be the object generated by (L(A), L(I)) and F~(F) the map generated by L(F). Moreover, ~ extends L.
PRO:POSITION 5.6. Let X=(X,I) be an object in C*, and let Q denote the set o/pairs We turn next to the problem of extending functors defined on A. A contravariant functor on A will admit a canonical extension to J4* provided it has certain sheaf-like properties.
(x,y) E X • X such that u(x) =v(y) /or some (u,v) E I x 1. Then Q is an equivalence relation on X. Let ~)(X) denote the (topological) quotient o/ X by Q, and p:X-+~)(X) the projection. Then {p}:X-->p(X) is a C-premap. Let P(X) denote the map (in C*) generated by {p}. I/ F:X-->X' is a map in C*, there exists a unique map ~(F) in C such that the diagram
Such a functor S has been called a shea] on A in [3] , and it has been shown that every (setvalued) contravariant funetor T on ~4 generates a sheaf S. To begin with, we must recall (1) that a set-valued preshea/on a topological space X may be defined as a contravariant functor 
TA(U)=A IU, UcL(A);
TA(i~ I V)=iAivl V, Vc U~L(A).
A preshea/on .,4 is a contravariant functor S: A -~E, and a shea/on A is a presheaf S on A such that, for every object A in A, So TA is a sheaf on L(A 
let S*(A)= GAoL(A) and let h(A):S(A)---> S*(A) denote the natural map.(1) Given a map f : A ---> A ' in .,4, there exists a unique map S* (f) : S* ( A ') ~ S* ( A ) such that S*(f)oh(A')=h(A)oS(f). Moreover, S* defines a sheaf on A and h a natural trans-
formation from S to S*.
Definition 5.8. S* is the sheaf on .4 generated by S. 
Given s'E S(A')I there exists a unique element s E S(A) such that S(f)(s')=sl U r/or all fEE.
Moreover, s lies in S(A). Let S(F) denote the map from S(A') to S(A) taking s' to s. This defines a sheaf S on .4* extending S. Definition 5.10. S is the canonical extension of S to .4*.
This completes our summary of the general extension theory. It needs to be pointed out that the category E may of course be replaced by certain algebraic categories, e.g., by the category dM of graded differential modules. If S is a dM-valued presheaf on .4, the generated sheaf S* on .4 and its canonical extension S* will likewise take values in dM.
The singular integral cochains, for example, define a dM-valued presheaf on C. Let S denote the corresponding sheaf on C and S its canonical extension to C* .If X = (X, I) is an object in C*, S(X) will be a graded differential module, and we will let Itq(X) denote its cohomology groups. If Cq(X) denotes again the group of singular integral q-cochains on X and h:Cq(X)~ Sq(X) denotes the natural map (from sections of the presheaf to sections of the sheaf), it is easily verified that h commutes with the coboundary operator and takes I-invariant cochains to S(X). It consequently defines a homomorphism h:Hq(X, I)-~ IIq(X), where Hq(X,I) denotes the cohomology of the I-invariant singular integral cochains on X. The cohomology II q is clearly functorial on C*, and will be called the extended singular integral cohomology.
The extended Euler class
Before proceeding to examine the particular extended categories with which we shall be concerned, a few remarks regarding the general extension theory may help to clarify the essential idea. An object A in.4* is by definition a pair (A, I), where A is an object in (L(A) ), so that h(A) is simply the natural map from sections of the presheaf to sections of the sheaf. Cf. Godement [8] , pp. 109-112. the original category • and I a set of local maps of A. However, instead of regarding A as simply the classical object A with additional structure (given by I), we propose an essentially opposite viewpoint whereby much of the structure of A itself will be regarded as nongeometric, i.e., as not belonging to A. More precisely, we propose that only those properties of A which in some natural sense are invariant under isomorphisms o/~4" shall be regarded as geometric, i.e., as belonging to the object A. To formalize this viewpoint, it would of course be necessary to introduce some abstract concept of the geometric object of which (A, I) is a representation, and this might perhaps lead further to geometric maps and so forth. Needless to say, it will be preferable to avoid introducing further levels of abstraction and notational complexities. All that is really required is to observe that certain aspects of the pair (A, I) are geometric in our sense, while perhaps much of the structure is not. Two examples may serve to illustrate the point: (1) An isomorphism ~: (x,1) ->(x', i') in C* does not generally induce any point correspondence between the spaces X and X', so that these need not even have the same cardinality. For example, if I contains all local maps of X, then (X, I) will be isomorphic in C* to a classical space consisting of one point. To lend further emphasis to this point, we shall henceforth refer to A as the representative object of A and I the set of representative maps, A = (A, I) being an arbitrary object in A*.
Let us now take a closer look at a general object ~ in the extended category ~q* of vector bundles(1) in order to clarify the geometric aspects of its structure. The object ~ has, in the first place, a dimension (i.e., the dimension of ~), and this is of course invariant under Our construction also implies
COROL~.ARY 3. The preimage o/ an I'-invariant vector under a fiber map /~ IF[ is I-invariant.
It is important to note that the fiber map / foes not in general take I-invariant vectors to I'-invariant ones. Maps F in ~q* for which this always holds will henceforth be referred to as invariance preserving maps. One sees that the objects in ~*, together with all invariance preserving maps, give rise to a subcategory ~q*f. This may suffice as a preliminary orientation regarding the generalized vector bundles.
The extended Euler class will be a function ~, defined on a subcategory E of ~*, which to every object ~ assigns an element X(~)EH~oI:(~), where n denotes the dimension of and H q the extended singular integral cohomology. Since no adequate analysis has been given for n > 2, it will be appropriate to illustrate the category-theoretic aspects of the problem by considering the case n = 2. In accordance with the analysis of Section 4 we will define a subcategory E~ whose objects are precisely the 2-dimensional objects in ~* satisfying condition (4.1). Let ~ = (~, I) be such an object, and let I denote the set of representative maps of s Corresponding definitions apply to the second object ~', and it will be convenient to distinguish quantities relating to ~ and ~' by applying the subscripts 1 and 2, respectively. so that D'(~')E S 1 as was to be proved.
Theorem 6.3 asserts that X is naturaI with respect to invariance preserving maps. Since this condition was essential to our argument, it will be appropriate to define E~ as the full subcategory of ~** determined by the given class of objects.
Foliations(1)
In the differentiable case, a p-dimensional/oliation :5 of an n-dimensional manifold X (with 0<p<u) is equivalent to an involutive distribution(2) of p-planes on X. The maximal integral varieties of the distribution are called leaves o/:~, and we will denote by :~ the unique leaf of ~ through a given point xEX. Moreover, we shall be concerned only with oriented foliations, i.e., it will be assumed that X and the distribution are both orient- Regarding the geometric significance of direction fields in ~(a) we have commented in
(1) The original monograph oil this subject is Reeb [11] . A survey of recent results may be found in Haefliger [9J.
(2) Cf. Chevalley [ll. defines now a vector field v on X, and this determines a 1-dimensional oriented foliation :~.
The leaves :~ (as a function of p EX) are easily described: When p lies on the z-axis, :~ coincides with the z-axis. Otherwise let p = (f, ~,5). For 0 < f <n/2, :~ will be a helix about the z-axis; for ~=n/2, a circle given by r=~, z =5; and so forth. Actually, only the region 0 ~<r<~ for some ~ >z/2 will be of interest. It should be observed that the behavior of the helical leaves near the cylinder r =7e/2 causes :~ to be nonregular.
We assert that the generalized vector bundle ~ associated with :~ belongs to the subcategory ~2. Since ~ clearly has dimension 2 (the codimension of :~), it remains to (1) These maps u are of course not invertible. When the representative maps of an object (in an extended category) are all invertible, its identity reduces to a pseudo-group on the representative object. In general, the extension and closure axioms are needed to replace the restrictive condition of a pseudogroup. examine the holonomy groups Cp. Since these must be trivial unless :~v is a circular leaf, (1) we must look at points on the cylinder r =~/2, e.g., the point p with Cartesian coordinates (1) It is well known for general foliations that the holonomy groups are trivial on simply-cormect~d leaves. Cf. Reeb [1] .
(2) This simply means that if p traverses A~ once in a positive sense, (r(p) will traverse l in the same way, and one can certainly find a lifting ~ of a such that
O(w)=(~l~z)~(~), w~h2.
This gives an admissible lifting ~ =~-~' of c, and since e(~') is obviously zero, one has ~(e) =e(~). Now suppose (el, e~, e3) is an orthogonal frame field on X with e3 =v. This implies that (~/Oz)~ must lie in the plane spanned by (el, e2) for p on l, and one may verify that e(~) is precisely the winding number of (~/Oz)p with respect to (el, e2) as p traverses l in a positive sense. It is not difficult, of course, to find a frame field with the desired property. (1) For an arbitrary sheaf S on X, the elements of S(X) may be identified with sections in an associated espace gtal~ p:E--->X. If S is generated by a presheaf G, a point in p-l(x) is precisely the germ of an element s E G(U) at x, U being a neighborhood of X. Cf. Godement [8] .
(2) Cf. Godement [8] , p. 160.
